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Today’s webinar
• One hour of CPD available, the AFA will send details within the
next week.
• As a webinar attendee you will remain on ‘mute’ throughout the
session.
• Questions will be answered at the end of the presentation. Please
use the Zoom Q&A function (not the chat function).
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What is rehabilitation in life insurance?
Why do we offer rehabilitation to clients?
Common concerns we hear from Advisers
Case Studies
Hearing from your colleague, Rob Vitnell
Q&A

What is Rehabilitation?
.
• Helping
people get back to meaningful parts of their life following an
illness/injury

• Implementing services that improve wellbeing, function and where
possible, return to work
• Collaboration with clients and treatment providers

• Involves Rehab Consultants and Claims Assessors (Insurer)
• Referrals to external rehab providers

Why do we offer Rehabilitation?
.
Because
:

• Work is good for our health
• Work is part of our identity and purpose
• Work impacts our family and social life
• Work pays the bills

Why is work good for us?
.
Impact
on Mental Health

• 6x greater risk of committing suicide

• 2-3 x the risk of developing a Mental Illness

• Employment is a significant protective factor for improving mental health and
reducing morbidity from psychiatric illness

Why is work good for us?
.
Impact
on Physical Health

• Being off work >6 months is equivalent to smoking a pack of cigarettes every day for 10
years

And:
• 2-3 x increased risk of poor physical health, including heart disease, high blood pressure
and chest infections
• Poorer general health and poorer self‐reports of health and wellbeing

• Increased long term illness

Why is work good for us?
.
Purpose/identity

Why is work good for us?
.
Family/Social

Why is work good for us?
Effect. on job performance and confidence

Why is work good for us?

The longer someone's off work, the
lower the chance of them ever
returning to work

Why is work good for us?
RTW. actually promotes health

Health Benefits of Good Work
.
Why did
they create this initiative?

GP’s limited focus on RTW

We hear you…

Fully recovered to
participate in
rehabilitation

Offering
rehabilitation when
my client hasn’t yet
been paid

No benefit in my
client having direct
contact with the
insurer

My client is already
actively engaged in
a treatment plan

The provider is
guided by the
insurer rather than
what’s best for my
client

Working well together to support the client
Concerns or misconceptions

How can Rehab address this?

Offering rehab when my client hasn’t
been paid benefits

•

Supporting your client with the right rehab service at the right time,
irrespective of the claims decision

No benefit from having direct contact
with the insurer

•

It’s helpful to understand your client’s circumstances and goals directly
from them
Engaging a provider can reduce the need for medical reports from treaters
or independent Doctors

The rehab provider is guided by the
insurer rather than my client’s needs

•

Working in partnership with your client to set realistic, achievable goals
around their wellness and return to work, with feedback from their
treaters

My client is already engaged in
treatment

•
•

Rehabilitation programs can strengthen the treatment plan.
Goal of treatment vs goal of rehabilitation

My client needs to be fully recovered
to participate in rehabilitation

•

Maintaining activity and exercise, engagement in the community and
ongoing treatment are all important during recovery
Connection to work is an important part the recovery process

•

•

How can we help?

Case Study One - Nathan

Nathan is a 40 year old CEO of a marketing company. In the last year he
has started feeling ‘burnt-out’ from work and experiencing panic attacks
and anxiety.
He’s started seeing a psychologist once a month
Two months later he resigned from his role, and he has now been given a
6-12 months timeframe to achieve a return to work
Nathan has lost confidence and doesn’t have a strong social support
network
Through his Financial Adviser, Nathan has submitted a claim under his
Income Protection policy
His Financial Adviser has requested all communication through him. He
has previously had a negative experience with an insurer with a client in
similar circumstances

Factors impacting his recovery

• No close friends or family he can lean
on
• Internalises his emotions

• Loss of confidence
• Limited access to social circle
• Not actively using his mind

• Psychologist feels he is not really
improving
• Treatment goals are unclear
Case Study One - Nathan

Identity
connected
to work

Poor
support
network

Symptoms
are not
improving

Lack of
direction
• Lacking a healthy routine
• Seems to have no goals to support
moving forward

The Journey
•

Referred to a rehabilitation provider for an
Initial Needs Assessment, utilising the
biopsychosocial approach

The Outcome
o Worked collaboratively with the provider and was
able to build out a healthy routine

o Completed the Leadership support program
•

Facilitation of a GP case conference to
understand the treatment goals

•

3 month ‘wellness and recovery’ plan

•

Insurer funding of a wellbeing coaching
program over 8 weeks

o Commenced a graded return to work in a Head of
Sales role. Initially 3 days per week and progressed
to working full time within 3 months

o Addressed his tendency to “boom and bust”
o Continues with treatment

Case Study One - Nathan

Case Study Two – Paulo
Paulo is a 47 year old shift supervisor in manufacturing within the building
industry. He has been in this role for over a decade.
Three months ago he was diagnosed with follicular cancer and two months
later he ceased work as he commenced chemotherapy. He was given three
months off work initially.
Paolo lodged an income protection claim through his Adviser. The benefit
period is till age 65.
Paolo’s employer is supportive and has advised that he will be supported
in his return to work when he has been cleared to return to all aspects of
his duties.
Paolo’s Financial Adviser, Sam, has asked that we liaise with her to enable
Paolo to focus on his recovery.

Factors Impacting His Recovery
• Treating doctor is guarded about
likelihood of treatment success
• This is impacting his mental health as
well

• Nausea and fatigue are
impacting his daily function
• No intervention other than
chemo

• Socially with drawn as he relied
on his colleagues for social
interaction

Case Study Two - Paolo

Side
effects of
treatment

Unclear
prognosis

Minimal
social
support

Suitable
duties not
available
• Supportive employer, but given
physical and cognitive demands he
will need to have no restrictions in
his RTW

The Journey
•

Engaged in a 12-week Cancer Support
Program

•

Health coaching, symptom management and
suggested psychological support

•

Participated in 7 sessions with an exercise
physiologist over a 4 month period to help
with management of exercise, activity and
fatigue levels

Case Study Two - Paolo

The Outcome
o

Paolo was able to take back control of the impact of
his diagnosis which helped with his mental
wellbeing

o Demonstrated improvement in functional capacity
and management of fatigue and independence with
his exercise routine
o Returned to his role as a Shift supervisor within four
months of commencing in the support programs

Client Feedback
“I appreciate the help that the Insurer has offered me in my recovery - particularly when I was completely incapacitated. I
also very much appreciate the help with the rehabilitation which was offered, when I resumed some partial work duties specifically with the exercise physiology and speech therapy.”
“Thanks for your assistance; everyone has been so supportive and it’s made a world of difference to my
recovery, while the financial support from my Insurer has kept my family afloat throughout”
“Thanks for all your help and advice. The last couple of weeks have been especially stressful and have resulted in my anxiety
and depression symptoms to increase significantly. Thanks for referring Nadene. I have already spoken to her twice and she
has already given some practical guidance and advice to leverage some of the pressure and stress re; returning to work plan.
I know I am not there yet and have a journey in front of me, but I am thankful for all the genuine help that has been
provided.’
“I felt [Emma] really understood my position, my doctor… she came to an appointment with me… my doctor
said to me afterwards that he was actually really impressed with her and that she had a good grasp of
what my condition was and also how it relates to the corporate world, she really listened to what my doctor
said and she listened to my psychologist as well, I felt she really understood what I was going though…
I
would have no hesitation in recommending her and said her support was invaluable”
“I thought the program and staff were excellent and was a surprising bonus from the insurer. It filled in the gaps from my
medical team and in the early days got me on track. I realised that I did not take full advantage of the program but still learnt
a great deal and was happy for the experience.”
“Great program, the providers were knowledgeable and empathetic, and they helped to normalise my
experience”.
“I felt incredibly relaxed having the skype appointments at home. I felt I could really open up. As as result I received so much
invaluable help that has been life changing. Can't thank everyone enough and I am telling everybody how wonderful this
program is. I even sung the praises of the program to my Oncologist.”

Q&A

Access to webinar content
• Today’s webinar recording, presentation slides and a CPD assessment quiz will be uploaded
to afa.asn.au
• All registrants will receive an email confirming when available
• Get in touch at info@afa.asn.au if you have any questions

Thank you for joining us today

